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Electromagnetic dissociation of 3.7A GeV 16O

in nuclear emulsion*
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The electromagnetic dissociation (ED) of 3.7A GeV 16O in nuclear emulsion is investigated with high statistics.

It is found that the electromagnetically dissociated cross section increases with increasing beam energy, the charge

distribution of projectile fragments is the same as the results at 60 and 200A GeV, and the production probability of

projectile fragments with charge 3 � Z � 5 is less than that of the other projectile fragments. These results can be well

explained by use of Weizsacker and Williams method for calculating the ED contributions. The percentile abundance of

various decay modes for ED at 3.7A GeV is close to the result at 60 and 200A GeV, but it is di�erent from the result at

14.6A GeV. The ED of 3.7A GeV is mainly caused by the giant dipole and quadrupole resonance of E1 and E2, which

can be qualitatively explained by the multiplicity distribution of projectile proton in ED. The multiplicity distribution

of the � fragments in ED and nuclear events have di�erent functional forms. This di�erence may be a consequence of

the di�erent reaction mechanism involved.
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1. Introduction

Since the availability of relativistic heavy ions

from accelerator facilities at the CERN Super Pro-

ton Synchrotron (SPS) and BNL Alternating Gradient

Synchrotron (AGS), considerable studies have been

done in every aspect of relativistic nucleus{nucleus

collisions. The main objective of the study of nucleus{

nucleus collision at such energies is to observe the sig-

natures of new forms of nuclear matter like quark{

gluon plasma (QGP) at very small values of the im-

pact parameter of collision (central collision). Periph-

eral collisions are used to study the fragmentation of

spectators. However, in collisions involving impact

parameters larger than the range of the nuclear force,

extremely strong electromagnetic �elds are produced

for a short period of time. These varying electromag-

netic �elds have also led to an interesting domain of

physics that has attracted more and more attention

in relation to relativistic heavy ion collisions. The

electromagnetically dissociated cross section increases

with the increase of target mass and projectile en-

ergy, and will be greater than the nuclear cross section

in BNL Relativistic Heavy Ion Collidor (RHIC) and

the CERN Large Hardronic Collidor (LHC) energies,

and is expected to dominate the interaction of highly

charged objects at high energies.

For the heavier targets electromagnetic dissocia-

tion (ED) is expected to play an important role in the

process of projectile fragmentation. ED occurs when

a projectile nucleus which passes along a heavy target

consisting of nuclei is excited by the Coulomb �eld of

the target. In relativistic motion this �eld is equiva-

lent to a violent electromagnetic pulse incident on the

projectile. In a subsequent step the decay of the ex-

cited nucleus by emission of one or more nucleons is

possible.

The �rst evidence for ED in relativistic heavy ion

collisions was reported in a cosmic ray experiment by

Balasubrahmanyan et al [1;2] for carbon and oxygen

projectiles interacting with a tungsten target. Heck-

man and Lindstrom [3] analysed ED with heavy ion
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beams accelerated at the Lawrence Berkeley Labo-

ratory (LBL) Bevalac for 16O and 12C projectiles at

2.1A GeV colliding on Ag and Pb targets. With the

availability of relativistic heavy ions from accelerator

facilities at the CERN SPS and BNL AGS, system-

atic studies have been done for ED of projectiles and

targets at the above energies, JINR Dubna and LBL

Bevalac energies. For ED of projectiles in nuclear

emulsion many works [4�14] have been performed in

recent years. It is found that the total ED cross sec-

tion increases with the increase of projectile energy,

which can be well reported by a quantum mechani-

cal approach to the virtual photon method using the

plane wave Born approximation,[15] and the charge-

changing cross section of the projectile from ED can

be well explained by the Weizsacker and Williams

method.[16�18]

2.Theory of electromagnetic dis-

sociation
In the model of Weizsacker and Williams the elec-

tromagnetic �eld of a point-charge target is seen by a

passing point-charge projectile as a ux of photons.

The photon energy spectrum is calculated classically

by the Fourier transform of the time-varying electro-

magnetic �eld,
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where ki are modi�ed Bessel functions of order i, and

x = !b=�c. Here b is the impact parameter, 

the Lorentz factor, and � the velocity of the inci-

dent charge in units of c. Putting the photon en-

ergy E = h!, the maximum energy of the spec-

trum is Emax�hc=bmin, where bmin, the minimum

impact parameter, is in practice the sum of the radii

of the colliding nuclei. At Dubna energies (3.7A

GeV), Emax � 85MeV; whereas at AGS energies

(14.5A GeV), Emax � 320MeV, and at CERN ener-

gies (200A GeV), Emax � 4500MeV. The number of

photon quanta N(E) per unit area at an energy as

seen by a moving projectile from the stationary target

is given by
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where � is the �ne structure constant.

For E�Emax (in practice, for E < 0:2Emax)

and ��1, Eq.(2) can be approximately written as

N(E) =
2�Z2
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ln(1:123�hc=Ebmin �

1

2

�
: (3)

It must be noted that nuclear emulsion is a het-

erogeneous target but, owing to the Z2
T dependence

in Eq.(3), the heaviest constituents (Ag and Br) con-

tribute more than 95% of the total intensity. Figure

1 shows the low-energy part of the photon spectrum

for 16O projectile at 3.7A GeV for the various con-

stituents of the nuclear emulsion.

Fig.1. The energy spectra of virtual photons for 16O

projectile on emulsion nuclei at 3.7A GeV.

3.Experimental details

In the present investigation an emulsion stack

provided by EMU-01 Collaboration comprising of 30

plates of NIKFI BR-2 emulsion, each of dimensions

10 � 10�0.06 cm3 and exposed horizontally to 3.7A

GeV 16O beam at JINR Dubna, has been used. The

beam ux intensity was 103particles/cm2. In order to

obtain an unbiased sample of events, an along-track

scanning technique was adopted. The pellicles were

scanned under 100� magni�cation, using oil immer-

sion objectives in SXJ-1 and SXJ-2 microscopes. The

tracks were picked up at a distance of 1 cm from the

edge of the pellicles and were carefully followed un-

til they either interacted with the nuclei of the emul-

sion or escaped from the pellicle. If an interaction
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occurred, the following characteristic features were

recorded: Nb, the number of black tracks (mostly

protons of energies E �26MeV); Ng, the number of

grey tracks (recoil protons in the kinetic energy range

26 � E �375MeV and a few kaons of kinetic energies

20 � E �198MeV and pions with kinetic energies of

12 � E �56MeV); Ns, the number of minimum ioniz-

ing shower tracks (mostly pions with velocity � � 0:7);

Nf , the number of projectile fragments (PFs) of charge

Z � 2.

The charges of all the PFs(Z � 2) were deter-

mined by measurement of grain density and by count-

ing the Æ-rays in a �xed track length. Speci�cally, the

method of grain density was applied to discriminate

charge Z = 2. On the other hand, for PFs in the

charges 3 � Z � 8, the method of Æ-rays counting

was used to measure the charge of PFs. For deter-

mining the charge of PFs with charges 3 � Z � 8, the

following relation was used:

NÆ(Z)

Z2
=
NÆ(

16O)

82
; (4)

where NÆ(Z) and NÆ(
16O) is the number of Æ-rays of

PFs with charge Z and 16O beam per 100�m track

length, respectively. The accuracy of the Z deter-

mination was always better than �1 unit. Here, we

obtained the Æ-ray per 100�m distribution (Fig.2) for

PFs having charges 3 � Z � 7 emitted from a 16O

projectile by following each track for at least 1mm

track length. Each of these histograms can be �tted

by a Gaussian distribution with a peak corresponding

to a certain value of Z.

Fig.2. The frequency distribution of PFs as a function

of NÆ per 100�m.

Each event was qualitatively classi�ed into two

principal categories depending upon visual character-

istics.

1) Nuclear events. Nuclear events may be central

or peripheral. Central events are the events which ex-

hibit no PFs with Z � 2 in the forward cone. Such

events are thought to be produced by violent destruc-

tion of the projectile and target nuclei at small values

of impact parameter b of collision. Peripheral events

are the events with PFs of charge Z � 2 emitted in

a forward cone; these events show considerably less

involvement of the projectile nucleus since they are

formed at relatively large values of b.

2) Electromagnetic events. Events generated by

the ED of the projectile nucleus are produced in col-

lisions involving impact parameters large enough so

that no nuclear interactions occur. Extremely strong

electromagnetic �elds from the heavy nuclei are pro-

duced for a very short time at the projectile. Such

events typically consist of PFs which proceed in the

direction of motion of the projectile nucleus and are

con�ned within 45mrad to the beam direction.

We followed a total track length of 28390.4 cm,

during which 2292 events were observed, giving rise to

a total interaction mean free path � = 12:39�0:26 cm.

In this analysis it is very important to distinguish

peripheral events from ED, since the former class of

events may, in some cases, exhibit topologies similar

to the latter. Confusion may arise in grazing colli-

sions, where a few pion tracks are produced in addition

to the projectile protons. To achieve this necessary

distinction, we impose a limit on the fragmentation

cone for PFs. The fragmentation cone is de�ned by

� � �c = pf=pbeam, where pbeam stands for the beam

momentum and pf for the Fermi momentum; the lat-

ter is estimated to be �200MeV/c for the 16O ions

at 3.7A GeV, thus giving �c�45mrad. The value of

�c was chosen such that the probability of �nding the

produced shower particles among the projectile frag-

ments (in grazing collisions) in the fragmentation cone

is very low. The EDs were then picked up using the

criterion that the total charge of the PFs (Z � 1)

inside this cone is 8.

In order to eliminate events produced by elastic

collisions, events with a single black or grey track

emerging from the undeviated beam track were not

considered. To avoid inclusion of fast Æ-rays and low

energy e+e� pairs sitting on the beam tracks, the

events with a single shower track were re-examined.

If the shower track under consideration received sig-

ni�cant e�ects of Coulomb scattering when followed

for at least 3 cm, the event was not included in our

sample. Considering all the above conditions, the
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EDs must satisfy the following criteria: (1) nb = 0

and ng = 0; (2) the total charge of PFs (Z � 1) in-

side the fragmentation cone is equal to 8; (3) there

are no shower particles ns outside �c. After applying

the above stringent selection criteria, 111 events were

found to be produced by electromagnetic interactions

and 109 events were due to elastic interactions, out of

a total 2292 observed events.

4.Experimental results

4.1. The charge spectra

In Fig.3(a), we show the charge spectrum of all

the PFs ranging from Z = 1 to Z=7 emitted in the
16O beams at 3.7A GeV. For comparison, the results

at 14.6, 60 and 200 A GeV [7;14] are also presented in

the �gure. At the three energies 3.7, 60 and 200A

GeV, the charge distribution of projectile fragments

have the same tendency: the most abundant PF is

with Z = 1, the next one is with Z = 2; the least

abundant are the PFs with charges in the range of

3 � Z � 5; PF with charge Z = 7 has the relative

yield almost two times higher than that of Z = 6,

but these are di�erent from the results at 14.6A GeV.

Figure 3(b) exhibits the charge spectra of all PFs

ranging from Z = 1 to Z = Zp � 1 for ED events

of 16O, 24Mg, 28Si and 32S at the same energy 3.7A

GeV,[11;12] where Zp is the charge of the projectile.

From this �gure, one can conclude that

(1) the most abundant PF is with charge Z = 1

and next one is with Z = 2;

(2) the least abundant are the PFs with charges

in the range of 3 � Z � 5 for all beams;

(3) for heavier beams there is a slow increase in

the relative abundance of charges between 6 � Z �

11;

(4) PF with charge Z = Zp�1 has a relative yield

almost two times that of PF with charge Z = Zp � 2

for all projectiles.

Fig.3. The multiplicity distributions of projectile fragments with charge 1 � Z � Zp � 1 for ED

events emerging from (a) 16O at 3.7, 14.6, 60 and 200A GeV, (b) 16O, 24Mg, 28Si and 32S at the

same energy 3.7A GeV.

4.2. Mean free paths of nucleus (�nuc) and ED

(�ED)

In Table 1, we present the topologies of the in-

elastic and electromagnetic interactions observed. We

also include here the results from Refs.[7{14] on dif-

ferent types of interactions. Table 1 indicates that ED

as a percentage of the nuclear events (Nnuc) increases

with the total projectile energy: that is, the value

of electromagnetic dissociated cross section (�ED) in-

creases (decreases) with the increase of the total pro-

jectile energy. For the same projectile 16O, the value

of �ED decreases with the increase of projectile energy.

These observations are in qualitative agreement with

the predictions of the virtual photon theory.[15;16]
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Table 1. The data of the number of primary nuclear(Nnuc) and electromag-

netic dissociated (NED) interactions of di�erent ions in the nuclear emulsion.

Ion Energy/A GeV Scanned length/m Nnuc NED �nuc/cm �ED/cm ED as % of Nnuc Ref.

7Li 3.0 147.44 970 45 15:20� 0:50 327:64� 49:60 4.64 [13]

6Li 3.7 140.36 968 70 14:50� 0:50 200:51� 40:44 7.23 [13]

12C 3.7 144.00 1000 60 14:40� 0:33 236:00� 28:20 6.00 [13]

16O 3.7 86.23 708 81 12:18� 0:33 106:45� 10:68 11.43 [13]

16O 3.7 283.90 2072 111 13:70� 0:30 255:77� 24:28 5.36 This paper

24Mg 3.7 98.50 1025 77 9:61� 0:30 127:92� 14:58 7.51 [11]

28Si 3.7 35.93 400 25 8:98� 0:45 143:72� 28:74 6.25 [11]

16O 14.6 67.24 501 31 13:42� 0:60 216:90� 38:96 6.19 [9]

28Si 14.5 174.89 1408 109 12:42� 0:33 160:45� 15:37 7.74 [7]

28Si 14.6 71.69 691 46 10:37� 0:39 155:85� 22:98 6.66 [9]

16O 60 16.37 131 9 12:50� 1:09 181:89� 60:63 6.87 [10]

16O 60 220.98 1691 151 13:07� 0:32 146:34� 11:91 8.93 [14]

16O 200 117.19 957 113 12:25� 0:40 103:71� 9:76 11.81 [7]

16O 200 69.31 591 68 11:73� 0:48 101:91� 12:36 11.51 [9]

16O 200 348.70 2934 362 11:88� 0:22 96:33� 5:10 12.34 [8]

32S 200 198.50 2168 476 9:15� 0:20 41:70� 1:91 21.96 [8]

4.3. Observed modes of decay in ED

In Table 2, we present a summary of the iden-

ti�ed events in 16O{Em interaction. Results taken

from Refs.[7{9,14] are also included to facilitate the

comparison. In the �rst column of Table 2, the decay

mode of an observed channel, deduced from the charge

conservation, is given. It should be noted that, in this

experiment, only the charge of each PF is determined.

The mass of the fragment is speculative and stable

isotopes of heavy fragments may as well be produced.

Since neutron cannot be detected in the emulsion,

the disintegration mode 15O+n, expected to be simi-

lar to the 15N+p mode, has escaped detection. Fur-

thermore, the mode 14N+p,n cannot be distinguished

from the 15N+p mode, and so on. The second column

shows the threshold energy (4Eth) for the excitation

of a given mode calculated in the rest of the projec-

tiles by using the mass defect formula. The third col-

umn indicates the number of ED events (NED) ob-

served in each mode. The fourth column gives the

relative rates for the various visible modes. The rela-

tive rates for the various visible modes at 3.7A GeV,

within statistical error, are close to the results at 60A

GeV,[14] and 200A GeV,[7�9] but are di�erent from

the results at 14.6A GeV.[9] Table 2 indicates that the

major decay mode of ED at 3.7, 60 and 200A GeV is
16O!15N+p, and then the modes 16O!12C+� and
16O!12C+2D; the relative rates of the former modes

is almost two times the latter. Figure 4 shows the

relative rate (per 30MeV) of di�erent decay modes

as a function of the threshold energy in ED events

from 16O beams. Data obtained at 14.6A GeV [9],

60A GeV [14] and 200 A GeV [7�9] are also included

in this �gure. These data can be approximately rep-

resented by the relation Y = exp(k14Eth + k2). Us-

ing a minimum �2 �t we obtain k1 = �0:047MeV�1,

k2 = 0:43 (minimum �2 = 3:507) for the data at 3.7A

GeV; k1 = �0:044MeV�1, k2 = 0:33 (minimum �2 =

1:053) for the data at 60A GeV; k1 = �0:043MeV�1,

k2 = 0:31 (minimum �2 = 0:861) for data at 14.6A

GeV; and k1 = �0:041MeV�1, k2 = 0:262 (minimum

�2 = 11:42) for the data at 200A GeV. From these

simulation results we obtain that the parameter k1 in-

creases with the increase of projectile energy, and the

parameter k2 decreases with the projectile energy.

Fig.4. Variation of the relative rate per 30MeV with

the threshold energy 4Eth for various decay modes

observed in 16O ED collisions at di�erent energies.
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Table 2. Threshold energy(4Eth), observed number of EDs and ED fraction

presented in di�erent decay modes for 16O at 3.7, 14.6, 60 and 200A GeV.

Decay mode 4Eth 3.7A GeV 60A GeV 14.6A GeV 200A GeV

NED Fraction(%) NED Fraction(%) NED Fraction(%) NED Fraction(%)

15N+p 12.1 51 45:95� 6:43 78 51:66� 5:85 5 16:13� 7:21 281 53:12� 3:17

12C+� 7.2 15 22:52� 4:50 20 23:84� 3:97 12 45:16� 12:07 52 24:20� 2:14

12C+2D 31.0 10 16 2 76

11B+�+p 23.1 3 10:81� 3:12 2 3:97� 1:62 5 16:13� 7:21 25 9:83� 1:36

11B+2D+p 47.0 1 3

10B+6Li 30.9 2

8Be+�+2D 38.4 3 2 11

8Be+2� 14.6 3

8Be+7Li+p 31.9 9

8Be+4D 62.2 2 4

7Li+2�+p 31.8 4 6:31� 2:38 1 0:66� 0:66 3:23� 2:24 6 3:02� 0:76

7Li+�+2D+p 55.6 1 5

7Li+4D+p 79.5 2 5

27Li+2p 49.1 1

4� 14.4 9 14:41� 3:60 7 19:21� 3:57 1 19:35� 7:90 10 9:83� 1:36

3�+2D 38.3 6 15 2 22

2�+4D 62.1 1 6 1 16

�+6D 86.0 1 2 4

8D 109.8 1

4.4. Cross sections �nuc and �ED

4.4.1. Nuclear interaction cross section �nuc

The nuclear interaction cross section can be cal-

culated experimentally from the relation

�nuc = f=��nuc; (5)

where � = 8:133 � 1022 atoms per cm3 is for NIKFI

BR-2 emulsion and f is a weight factor which is unity

for nuclear interactions produced by all the emul-

sion targets. In Table 3, we present our experimen-

tal data along with the data by other investigators

of the production cross sections for nuclear and elec-

tromagnetic events.[7�11;14] Table 3 indicates that the

nuclear cross sections of 16O, within experimental er-

rors, are the same at four di�erent energies. In order

to compare the experimentally obtained value of �nuc

with the theoretical prediction, we have used the semi-

empirical expression of �nuc given by Westfall et al.[19]

�thnuc = �[r0(A
1=3
P + A

1=3
T � b)]2; (6)

where r0 = 1:35 fm and b=0.83. Since this for-

mula is valid for AP � 12 and AT � 12, we used

AT=48.39 for standard nuclear emulsion after neglect-

ing the contribution from the 1H target, and obtained

�nuc=1628mb (for NIKFI BR-2 emulsion AT=47.46,

�nuc=1614mb) with AP=16. The corresponding ex-

perimental value of �nuc, after excluding the contribu-

tion of the 1H target, is found to be 1634 � 40mb

(1541 � 38mb for NIKFI BR-2 emulsion), showing

that these values are in close agreement with one an-

other. Considering the contribution from the 1H tar-

gets, formula (6) cannot give a reasonable value of

�nuc(
16O, 1H). As discussed in Ref.[20] for the valid-

ity of the usage of expression (6) for hydrogen target,

we have chosen AT=0.089. Using this value of AT for

hydrogen target and other values for heavier targets

of nuclear emulsion, in conjunction with their number

densities, the theoretical value of nuclear cross section

�nuc is 1152mb for 16O projectile in the standard nu-

clear emulsion. The calculated value of �nuc for
16O

at 200A GeV agrees quite well with those of measured

ones within experimental errors, but is larger than the

measured ones at 3.7, 14.6 and 60A GeV (Table 3).
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Table 3. Nuclear cross sections �nuc for all targets of emulsion and ED cross section

�ED for the Ag target only. The weight factor f is explained in the text.

Beam Energy/A GeV �
exp
nuc/mb �thnuc/mb f �ED/mb Ref.

16O 3.7 897� 20 1152 0.61 230� 22 This paper

24Mg 3.7 1335� 42 1342 0.62 475� 55 [11]

28Si 3.7 1428� 72 1436 0.62 423� 88 [11]

28Si 14.5 1019� 27 1436 0.62 383� 37 [7]

28Si 14.5 1221� 46 1436 0.62 394� 58 [9]

16O 14.6 943� 42 1152 0.62 283� 51 [9]

16O 60 941� 42 1152 0.61 402� 33 [14]

16O 60 1013� 88 1152 0.62 337� 112 [10]

16O 200 1033� 38 1152 0.62 592� 57 [7]

16O 200 1079� 44 1152 0.62 602� 73 [9]

16O 200 1066� 20 1152 0.61 670� 35 [8]

32S 200 1384� 30 1427 0.61 1680� 80 [8]

4.4.2. Electromagnetic dissociated cross sec-

tion �ED

In order to obtain the absolute value of the cross

section for ED and also to compare the present results

with those of other experiments, we converted the ob-

served mean free path in the emulsion into absolute

cross section of Ag target (the heaviest and most abun-

dant element in the emulsion). The contribution of the

elements such as iodine and sulfur, whose abundance

in the nuclear emulsion are very small, is neglected.

The total production cross section for ED events on

the Ag target is then computed from the relation

�ED = f=��ED; (7)

where � = 1:01 � 1022 atoms per cm3 is the density

of Ag in standard nuclear emulsion (for NIKFI BR-2

emulsion which is 1:04�1022 atoms per cm3). The fac-

tor f is an appropriate weight obtained for Ag targets

from the following equation:

f =
NTZ

2
TX

i

NiZ
2
i

; (8)

where NT is the number of Ag atoms/ml and ZT = 47

is its nuclear charge. The denominator represents a

summation over all the targets (namely Ag, Br, C, N,

O, and H) of the nuclear emulsion. The value of f ob-

tained in the present work is 0.61. The values of �ED,

thus obtained, are given in Table 3, which indicates

that the ED cross sections increase with the projectile

energy for the same projectile (as shown in Fig.5).

Fig.5. ED cross section of 16O on 108Ag target as a

function of the projectile energy.

4.5. The multiplicity distribution of projectile

fragments produced in ED for 16O in the

emulsion

4.5.1. The multiplicity distribution of projec-

tile proton

The investigation of multiplicity distribution of

projectile fragments produced in ED events is quite

important in understanding the reaction mechanism

involved. In Fig.6 we present the multiplicity distri-

bution of projectile proton produced in ED interac-

tion at 3.7A GeV; the results at 14.6A GeV,[9] 60A

GeV [14] and 200A GeV 16O [7;9] are also included.

The multiplicity distribution at 3.7A GeV is di�erent

from the ones at 60 and 200A GeV. For the multi-

plicity distribution at 3.7A GeV, only one peak exists

at Np = 1, but for the distribution at 60 and 200A

GeV there are two peaks which can be well repro-

duced by two Gaussian distributions. At 3.7A GeV

energy the peak is at Np = 1 which is the same as
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the �rst peak at 60 and 200A GeV, corresponding

to 4Eth � 30MeV. In this region the giant dipole

and the quadrupole resonance is excited by E1 and

E2 photons, and the major decay channels of projec-

tile fragmentation are 16O!12C+�(4Eth=7.2MeV),
16O!15N+p(4Eth=12.1MeV), and 16O!4�(4Eth=

14.4MeV). The peak of second Gaussian distribution

at 60 and 200A GeV is at Np=4, corresponding to

4Eth=63MeV. In this region the maximum thresh-

old to EDs is 110MeV, which mainly comes from the

quasi-deuteron e�ect.

Fig.6. The multiplicity distributions of the projectile

proton produced in ED at di�erent energies.

4.5.2. Multiplicity distribution of � fragments

Finally, we study the multiplicity distribution of

� projectile fragments produced in ED interactions.

There are a number of studies which have been per-

formed for the multiplicity distribution of � projectile

fragments produced in nuclear interactions,[21�26] and

it can be concluded that the multiplicity distribution

of � projectile fragments obeys a scaling law predicted

by Koba, Nielsen, and Olesen:[27]

 (Z) =< n� > p(n�) =< n� > �n�=�nuc: (9)

This is an energy-independent function of the scaled

variable Z = n�= < n� >, where n� represents

the number of � particles produced in an event and

< n� > is the average multiplicity of � particle of the

whole data samples. The multiplicity distribution of �

particle produced in nuclear interactions can be repro-

duced by a universal function  (Z) = AZe�BZ , where

A and B are constants whose values can be determined

experimentally. In Fig.7, we plot < n� > p(n�) as

a function of the scaled variable n�= < n� > for �

fragments produced in ED events at 3.7A GeV. The

results at 14.6,[9] 60 [14] and 200A GeV [7;9] are also

included in the �gure. The following functional form

has been �tted through the data points: �(Z) = aZb,

where a = 0:17 and b = �0:93 with �2/d.o.f.=0.49,

which is coincident with the results at 60A GeV(a =

0:24 and b = �1:33 with �2/d.o.f.=0.02) and 200A

GeV(a = 0:28, b = �1:24 with �2/d.o.f.=0.02), where

d.o.f. means degree of freedom. The fact that the two

di�erent functional forms must be �tted through the

data points for ED events and nuclear events, may be

a consequence of their di�erent reaction mechanisms

involved.

Fig.7. The multiplicity distribution of � projectile

fragments emitted in the ED of 16O with di�erent en-

ergies in the emulsion.

5.Conclusions

In this paper, we have investigated the ED of

3.7A GeV 16O ions from the JINR Dubna. The re-

sults are compared with the available data on electro-

magnetic interactions in the emulsion. The following

summarizes the important conclusions of this work.

1) The absolute value of the overall charge-

changing cross section(�ED) for the Ag target in-

creases with the projectile energy. The charge dis-

tribution of the projectile fragments at 3.7A GeV has

the same tendency as at 60 and 200A GeV.

2) The relative rates for the various visible de-

cay modes at 3.7A GeV, within the statistical errors,

are close to the results of 60 and 200A GeV, but are

di�erent from the results at 14.6A GeV.

3) The majority of ED events at 3.7A GeV may

be attributed to the absorption of giant dipole and

quadrupole resonance.

4) The multiplicity distributions of � fragments

in ED events and nuclear events follow di�erent func-

tional forms. This di�erence may be a consequence

of di�erent reaction mechanisms involved in ED and

nuclear events.
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